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Senior art major David Kreykes says it was a thrill to design the Tornadoes’ logo and see it slowly develop into its ﬁnal form. He received encouragement and direction from Art
Professor David Versluis.

Local non-proﬁts receive
help from graphics students
Sally Jongsma

T

he Tornadoes, a USA youth hockey
team in Sioux Center, are sporting
professional-looking new jerseys thanks
to students in a Dordt College graphic design
class.
Members of the class were asked by their
instructor, David Versluis, to come up with a
logo that could be used in a variety of ways by
the Sioux Center Hockey Association’s youth
hockey teams.
“I felt badly that we couldn’t use all of
them. They were very good, very impressive,”
says Dr. Jim Vanderwoerd, professor of social
work, father of three sons in the youth hockey
program, and coach of the thirteen- and
fourteen-year-old team.

“I thought this was a ‘made in servicelearning-heaven’ opportunity,” continues
Vanderwoerd, who has asked Versluis and his
students to design posters for social work in the
past.
The design the youth hockey board
eventually selected was done by David
Kreykes, a senior from Sheldon, Iowa, but
it was modiﬁed to include typography from
another student’s design.
“They offered us a range of color schemes
and creative designs,” said Vanderwoerd. In the
end, the board chose the logo they did because
it was unique and simple. In fact, its simplicity
was a major factor because it made the cost
of printing the jerseys more affordable for an
organization with few resources.
“I wanted to make something that looked
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professional, something that the city of Sioux
Center and the players would be proud of for a
long time,” says Kreykes.
Kreykes began by sketching images that he
felt related to tornadoes, looking up photos of
real tornadoes for inspiration. He then took his
best sketches and began illustrating them with
Adobe Illustrator. Eventually he picked what
he considered the strongest one and continued
to develop it further.
“The logo took about two weeks of work,”
Kreykes says. “I worked on it for about an hour
or so each day tweaking it and adjusting it until
I thought it looked just right.”
Kreykes says he wanted it to depict
“rushing in tough and strong against
opponents.” He also wanted it to look clean

(continued on page 2)

Campus
Capsules
Default rate
is as good as
it gets

D

irector of Financial Aid Mike
Epema has reported that the
Dordt College student loan default
rate this year was 0.0%.
“What a testimony to the
character of our graduates who
take their obligations seriously,
to the guidance of the ﬁnancial
aid ofﬁce which encourages
judicious use of borrowed funds,
and to the extensive quality of
the education received here so
that our alumni are appropriately
employed and can afford to
repay their loans,” says Dr. Carl
Zylstra.

Ver Meer earns
top student
ADDY Award

T

he Dordt College Art
Department was honored
recently when one of their
students received the top
ADDY® award in the student
division on the local level. The
Award Show Reception was
held at the Sioux City Orpheum
Theater on Saturday, February
19th, where entries for both
the professional and student
divisions were on display.
David Ver Meer, a senior,
won a Gold ADDY award in the
category of “Sales Promotion
Packaging” for a project titled
“Plastic Storm.” The project,
completed over Christmas break,
was the result of an individual
studies project last semester.
The ADDY® Awards
Show honors excellence in
advertising and cultivates the
highest creative standards in
the industry. The competition
begins at the local level with
the 210 AAF member clubs’
competitions. From there, local
winners proceed to fourteen
regional competitions, and those
winners proceed to the national
ﬁnals.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Join us in dreaming dreams
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra

dreamers for the future of this college. By
now twenty-seven of our faculty and sixteen
f the old men don’t dream dreams, the
of our trustees are alums of Dordt College—
young men won’t see visions either.”
including the last four chairs of the board. In
That was one of Dordt College’s
this Jubilee year we remember and celebrate
founding president B.J. Haan’s
the fact that President Haan’s saying is
favorite sayings. Paraphrasing
still a reality today.
the prophecy of Joel quoted
Regular readers of the Voice
again by the Apostle Peter at
know that we have adopted
Pentecost, Reverend Haan
a new strategic plan for the
would insist that it was the
college. As we move forward,
responsibility of the older
Dordt College has committed
generations in the Christian
itself to
community to dream great
• maintaining its pervasively
dreams of service. For only then,
Reformed character,
he believed, would the emerging
• strengthening the
generation (that we aim to
reformational excellence of
educate in our college)
its key academic offerings,
catch the vision of
• expanding its presence
comprehensive covenant
across North America and
living in service to God’s
beyond, and
coming kingdom.
• building a solid
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra
Throughout this
ﬁnancial infrastructure that
Jubilee year we’ve been reﬂecting on how
can sustain its efforts for the decades to come.
many of those dreams, by God’s grace, have
In our plan, we have laid out several key
been fulﬁlled. And we’ve been recognizing
initiatives and a host of smaller efforts that
and honoring those 13,000 alums who
we believe will accomplish these four goals
caught the vision of living every moment of
as we try to implement those dreams on our
their lives in service to the Lord and have
campus today.
fanned out across the world to claim every
But President Haan’s maxim is a
square they can ﬁnd in his name.
reminder that these dreams can’t be just the
And so for ﬁfty years this life cycle of
product of those who are employed by the
God’s covenant people has been progressing. college here in Sioux Center. That’s why, as
In fact, by now many of those who ﬁrst
part of our strategic planning process, we
caught the vision as students in this college
sent teams across North America to capture
have returned to take their place as the
the dreams of those who love and support

I

the mission of this college.
Yet, our Jubilee Weekend on July 1-3
will provide an unprecedented opportunity
for us to gather dreams from across our
alumni and constituency. It will be a great
opportunity for us not only to reminisce
about the past but also to dream about
the future. For if Dordt College is truly to
remain a seed bed that nurtures biblical
vision among its new graduates, we also
will have to continue cultivating the dreams
of those who have gone before.
Our celebration this summer can be more
than a remembrance of past glories. As we
enjoy remembering the past, we also need
to celebrate what we believe God will do in
and through Dordt College in the decades
to come. It will be exciting to look around
campus and reﬂect on how far we've come.
Yet perhaps our greatest thrill can come when
we gather by the hundreds in the middle
of the campus and dream of the day when
this 110 acres will be a vital nerve center of
an educational network that has spread its
presence across the continent and around the
world through methods and technologies we
are just now only beginning to understand.
So when you come to campus this July,
be sure to bring your dreams along. Who
knows but that, once we put our dreams
together, the Spirit of God will also spark
the vision, not only in the present generation
of students—but also for generations yet to
come. All so that his Kingdom will prosper
and our college motto will still be true—Soli
Deo Gloria—all glory be to God alone.

Basics come before breaking the rules
(continued from page 1)

and show the agility and speed of
skating.
The Tornadoes project was not
unusual for Versluis and his students.
Versluis regularly uses real projects
so that his students can experience working
with and for a client. And he usually doesn’t
have any trouble ﬁnding them.
“I’m always getting calls from people
who are looking for help designing
something,” he says, but adds that he can’t
accept all of them.
������������
“The request has to ﬁt,” Versluis
says.
“You can’t just go from one project to
another with no control over how it ﬁts into
the course.” He makes sure that the projects
he assigns allow his students to build on
what they’ve already studied and gives them
an opportunity to use skills and techniques
they’ve learned in previous projects. They
have to contribute to what he wants to
achieve in the course and what he wants his
students to learn.
“I pick and choose what I’ll accept,”
Versluis says.
A second consideration is who the
request comes from. Versluis gets requests
from both non-proﬁts and for-proﬁts, but
except in special circumstances, he accepts
only those from non-proﬁts. He realizes that
his students can perform a valuable service
for many people, but he does not want to
undercut local professionals who must earn
their living too.
Versluis underscores how valuable these

The jerseys designed by art students are now the
uniform for players from the “mites” through the
“squirts,” “peewees,” “bantams,” and “midget”
levels of the Tornadoes youth hockey organization.

opportunities are. Interacting with a client is
very important from Versluis’s perspective.
“It takes practice to learn how to ask
the right questions to get the information
you need to put together a design that
meets their needs,” he says. Interestingly,
asking the right questions can also beneﬁt
the client. Versluis recalls a time when
he was working as a professional graphic
designer that a client changed the name of
the company based on probing questions he
asked about what the company did and who
its market was.
In the past, Versluis’s students have
designed such things as hallway signs
for Orange City Christian School, an
anniversary book for Sioux Center Christian
School, websites, and posters for various
college departments and events.

They regularly design the fall Pops
Concert poster.
“That’s a good exercise because
it deals with popular ‘art’,” Versluis
says, adding, “art with a small ‘a’.”
Students learn at the outset how to deal
with copyrights and public domain issues
and work them into a design.
They have also created an identity
logo for the Student Activities Committee
on campus to give it more visibility. The
project was similar to creating a corporate
identity for a company. Students are asked
to design logos and typography that can be
used on everything from uniforms to signs
and letterheads to company mugs.
Versluis is committed to training his
students in classical design structure—
emphasizing the role of rhythm, unity,
harmony, and variety in a design—so they
have the tools to be fresh and convey visual
information in the best way they can. One of
Versluis’s strong emphases is on typography
and how to select and orchestrate type that
works with a project.
“Only when they’ve learned the basics,
can they begin to break the rules or vary
them,” he says.
Like Vanderwoerd, Versluis, too, was
pleased with his students’ work for the
Tornadoes. And the students themselves
enjoyed it, he says.
Being of genuine service to a client
ignites a little more of a spark in them, he
says. And they value the material it gives
them for their portfolios.

Campus
Capsules
Programming
team earns top
regional ﬁnish

A

Each time it rains, Barry Viss carries his apparatus to the roof of the science building to photograph the size and speed of raindrops.

Raindrops on rooftops
and papaya for parasites

Students ﬁnd interesting projects to research
Andrew De Young

T

here aren’t many students who would
shed blood over their homework.
Then again, Amy Groenenboom, a
biology major in her senior year, isn’t your
everyday student.
“It’s not that big of a deal,” she shrugs,
then grins. “Some of the nursing students
help me give the blood. I’m used to it by
now.” The fact that she’s doing all this for a
grade doesn’t hurt, either. The blood she’s
giving will eventually be home to malaria
parasites, parasites that are essential to the
research project she’s currently conducting.
Groenenboom isn’t the only one giving
blood (ﬁguratively this time) for independent
scientiﬁc research. She’s part of a class titled
“Directed Senior Research,” a requirement
for all senior biology majors. And students
from other divisions of the sciences do
independent research as well, often without
prodding from faculty members.
James Mahaffy, the professor of
biology who has helped Groenenboom
get her project up and running, says that
independent research helps to supplement
the learning students gain from textbooks
and lectures. But there’s a selﬁsh glint in
his eye as well—he likes senior projects
because he loves science, and every once in
a while one of his students comes up with
something really interesting.
“One of our earliest students in Directed
Research looked at nematode parasites in
horses living in Sioux County,” he says.
“That had practical implications. And more
recently, a student named Josh Warolin
did some research that had potential
implications for understanding spina biﬁda.”
Although the results are not in,
Groenenboom’s project has the potential
to be important as well. She got the idea
while visiting the website of a group called
ECHO, a Christian organization that does
missions work with agriculture and disease
study. On that website, Groenenboom

learned of a tea made of papaya leaves,
traditionally used as a remedy for malaria.
She didn’t think much of it at ﬁrst, but
before long she got to wondering whether
there was any compelling reason to believe
that the tea actually helped to ﬁght the
disease.
Although Mahaffy liked the idea, he
wasn’t sure whether it would be safe to
conduct the experiment at Dordt. “You have
to culture malaria in red blood cells, and
I wasn’t sure if we’d be able to pull it off
here.” Eventually, he put Groenenboom in
touch with Dr. John Adams at Notre Dame.
“They grow the parasite there,”
Groenenboom explains, “so they showed me
their set-up and gave me some cultures to
get started.”
A few months later, the research is still
going well. Groenenboom, who plans to
pursue a career in physical therapy after
graduating in the spring, says that she would
love for her research to help in the ﬁght
against malaria, but adds, “I’m not
getting my hopes up.”
Groenenboom isn’t the
only one doing interesting
research, however.
Barry Viss, a senior
physics major from Ripon,
California, is in the middle
of a fascinating independent
study on rain.
“I got the idea for
the project by just
listening during
thunderstorms,” says
Viss. “I noticed that
sometimes after the
thunder and lightning
pass, it seems to rain
harder.”
He asked
professor Arnold
Sikkema if there
was any scientiﬁc
explanation for

this observation. Sikkema didn’t know,
and when he found out that very little
research had been done on the topic, Viss’s
independent study was born. For the past
few months, he has been studying the
sizes and speeds of individual raindrops,
essentially trying to ﬁgure out if his
observation was accurate or if he was just
imagining things.
“Before the experiment, everything came
from my ear—the rain sounded harder after
the thunder had passed,” he says. “The
question is, were the drops bigger, or faster,
or were there more of them, or what?”
To answer that question, Viss set up a
rather complex apparatus designed to take
multiple pictures of individual raindrops.
Combining a video camera and a strobe
light that ﬂashed three hundred times per
second, Viss was able to capture individual
raindrops on tape and analyze their sizes and
speeds. Currently, he is busy poring over
thousands of frames and trying to
ﬁnd a way to quantify his data.
Although both
Groenenboom and Viss are
hopeful that the results of
their experiments will turn
out to be signiﬁcant, they
know too much about the
science world to believe
that their research will
yield miraculous
breakthroughs. At best,
their experiments will
act as stepping stones
for future research. And
the worst case scenario—
simply having the pleasure
of putting learning into
practice—isn’t so bad,
either.
Amy Groenenboom conducts her research on malaria parasites in a locked
lab on the lower level of
the science building.

trio of Dordt College
students successfully
competed in the ACM
(Association of Computing
Machinery) Programming
Contest held last fall at
Northwestern College.
Kyle Fey from Edgerton,
Minnesota, Josh Van Schouwen
from Sioux Center, and Bryan
Burgers from Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, had the best performance
among the teams competing at
Northwestern, which represented
Briar Cliff University, Dordt
College, Morningside College,
Northwestern College, and the
University of South Dakota.
Among the 187 teams derived
from the entire North Central
Region, Dordt College’s top team
ﬁnished 50th. A second Dordt
team consisting of Timothy Vis
from Smithers, British Columbia,
Jake Van Houten from Canby,
Oregon, and Ryan Temple from
Fulton, Illinois, placed 78th in the
regional competition. The ACM
North Central Region includes
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Western
Ontario, Manitoba, Iowa, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
and Kansas.
World-wide, 72 teams will
advance to the World Finals.
The ACM International
Collegiate Programming Contest
(ICPC) began in 1970 and is
an innovative initiative that
helps top students in the ﬁeld of
computer science develop their
skills. Participation has grown
to involve more than 23,000 of
the ﬁnest students and faculty
in computing disciplines at
over 1,329 universities from
68 countries on six continents.
The contest fosters creativity,
teamwork, and innovation in
building new software programs,
and enables students to test their
ability to perform under pressure.
The contest pits teams of
three university students against
eight or more complex, realworld problems, with a ﬁve-hour
deadline. Huddled around a
single computer, competitors
race against the clock in a
battle of logic, strategy, and
mental endurance. Teammates
collaborate to rank the difﬁculty
of the problems, deduce the
requirements, design test beds,
and build software systems
that solve the problems under
the scrutiny of expert judges.
The team that solves the most
problems in the fewest attempts
in the least cumulative time is
declared the winner.
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Campus
Capsules
Dordt theater
department
earns three
awards at ACTF

D

ordt College was well
represented at the Kennedy
Center American College
Theatre Festival (KCATF) in St.
Louis recently, where Sue Blom,
Mark Jansen, and Ethan Koerner
received recognition for their
work.
Blom, who is seamstress
and costume shop supervisor
for the college, was presented a
meritorious achievement award
for costumes she created for the
Dordt production “The Greeks:
The Murders,” presented at
Dordt’s New World Theatre last
April.
Mark Jansen, who graduated
from Dordt College in May,
was given a meritorious
achievement award for his
musical compositions in “The
Greeks: The Murders.” Jansen
is currently attending Arizona
State University, where he is
working toward a Master of
Music degree.
Ethan Koerner (along
with his acting partner, Laura
Dykstra) was among sixteen
ﬁnalists who made it into
the ﬁnal round of the acting
competition. Region Five (Iowa,
Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North and South
Dakota) had a total of 308
college performers invited to
compete at the festival. Koerner
is a senior theater major from
Lincoln, Nebraska.

Students reﬂect on AMOR

Jane Ver Steeg

T

wenty-two Dordt College
students traveled to
Nicaragua and the
Dominican Republic during
the semester break, serving as
mission workers with AMOR (A
Mission OutReach).
The Nicaraguan team worked
with two mission organizations
in Managua: Provadenic, which
trains Nicaraguan people in
how to use natural resources
productively; and the Nicaraguan
Christian Academy, where
construction of a new school
building was underway. The
team helped dig a 26,000-gallon
reservoir at Rancho Ebenezer.
The reservoir will provide that
agricultural education facility
and nearby residents with water
during the dry season and also
enable them to have indoor
plumbing at the ranch. At the
Christian Academy, the team
painted an undercoat/sealant
on a new building, dug a
drainage trench, removed tree
stumps, and used machetes to
chop overgrowth so that a sand
parking lot could be created,
all without the help of any
machinery.
The Dominican Republic
team helped Christian Reformed
World Missions volunteers lay
the foundation for a new school
in a small village outside Santo
Domingo called La Pared. Over
500 students who previously had
to travel to a school one hour
away will now be able to go to
school closer to home. During
their time there, the AMOR team
ﬁnished building a retaining wall,
mixed hundreds of pounds of
cement, shaped rebar, and began
building cement block walls.
Sara Prins was struck by the
obvious differences between
the rich and the poor in the
Dominican Republic. “There
seemed to be no middle class or
middle ground,” she commented.
Despite the language barrier, she
got to know many children in a
refugee village, and was invited
to visit the home of a native
girl, Yajaira, who offered her a
coconut right off the tree in her
backyard and braided her hair.
Prins said the K-12 school will
be more valuable to the people

The Nicaraguan AMOR mission team helped manually dig a water reservoir at
Rancho Ebenezer, where Nicaraguans are trained to be able to sustain a farm on
their small plots of land.

Mission team participants

T

he Nicaraguan volunteer mission team consisted of
Hannah Nuiver, Dyer, Indiana; Beverly Sparkman,
Denver, Iowa; Sarah Schaap, South Holland, Illinois; Harah
Sun, South Korea; Rachel Davelaar, Fulton, Illinois; Daniel
Hummel, Coalhurst, Alberta; Lisa Huizenga, Highland,
Indiana; Sarah Davelaar, Bigelow, Minnesota; Merribeth Van
Engen, Sioux Center, Iowa; and team leader Sam Gutierrez,
Sioux Center, Iowa.

T

he Dominican volunteers were Rosie Grantham, San
Jose, California; Lori Rowenhorst, Orange City, Iowa;
Molly McLaughlin, Clear Lake, Iowa: Kearsen Boman,
Manhattan, Montana; Rebecca Groenendyk, Leighton, Iowa;
Rachel Pontier, Orange City, Iowa; Brian Hannink, Modesto,
California; Myron Kamper, Oakdale, California; Elbert Bakker,
Winnipeg, Manitoba; Sara Prins, Lacombe, Alberta, and team
leaders Arlo and Heidi Bakker, Sioux Center.

of that village than anything else
she could have given them.
“The people we worked with
were passionate about the work
they were doing,” says Kearsen
Boman. She noted that everyone
in the community watched out
for everybody else’s children,
and they all shared living space
and food. “Americans are much
more possessive with their
personal space …it was fun to
see people living comfortably
with their community.”
Senior Rachel Pontier
said the relaxed mindset of
the Dominican Republic was
therapeutic. “I love the country
and the people that I met down
there, and I would jump at the

chance to go back.” She and a
Creole-speaking boy, Benito,
managed to get each other to
laugh, and her most touching
moment was the night that
Benito whispered in her ear, “I
love Jesus.”
“I often wonder what it would
be like to grow up in a culture
like that, [where] the people…
seem more content with life,”
said Myron Kamper. "Maybe it
is because most of them have so
little.”
"People were full of joy,
optimism, trust, and faith,” says
Rosie Grantham. She enjoyed
Ezeqiel, the son of the man who
ran the mission center. Ezeqiel,
who has been studying English,

amused team members with
language faux pas, such as,
“Don’t worry, be huggy.” Soon
Rosie was correcting Ezeqiel’s
English, and he was correcting
her Spanish.
In Nicaragua, similar
relationships sprang up in spite of
differences in language, lifestyle,
and race. Merribeth Van Engen
and Lisa Huizenga describe
working and singing alongside
a construction worker named
Aleman who sang Christian
songs in Spanish as he worked.
Dan Hummel’s reaction to
the tin and wooden shacks that
he saw was, “The kids that you
see on World Vision actually
became alive.” An agriculture
major, Dan most enjoyed work
at Rancho Ebenezer, where he
helped with digging a reservoir,
picking coffee beans, and even
milking a goat.
Harah Sun, a political studies
major, was not shocked by the
poverty in Nicaragua, which
was greater than that in the
Philippines where she grew up.
Nicaragua, devastated by several
earthquakes and still living in the
shadows of volcanoes, needs a
lot of reconstruction. “People in
Nicaragua are hoping every day
that their lives will be better.”
None of these students had
been on AMOR before, and each
had to raise their own funds
to make the trip, funds which
primarily came from families,
friends and churches. Several
team members said the extreme
poverty they viewed made them
reconsider their own deﬁnitions
of contentment, as well as their
own stewardship habits. The trip
made them more sympathetic
towards the plight of others in
the light of the love of Christ.
“One of the things I brought
out of this is to ask ‘What am I
here for, and what can I do with
what I have right here, right
now?’” says Merribeth Van
Engen.
“I think that I will not take
for granted as much where God
has placed me, and instead of
thinking how good I have it,
search for ways to use my current
situation and opportunities to
serve God,” concluded Sarah
Schaap in response to her AMOR
experience.

Vice-president for advancement hired

J

ohn Baas has been appointed VicePresident for College Advancement,
effective with the start of the 20052006 academic year. Baas will ﬁll the
position now occupied by Lyle Gritters,
who has announced his intent to retire next
fall. Gritters has served Dordt College in a
variety of leadership roles for over thirtysix years.
Baas is currently the director of major
gifts at Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
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Baas

where his leadership
roles since 1993 also
include annual giving
and capital campaign
management.
Baas earned his
B.A. in Business
and Economics at
Calvin in 1982,
and an M.B.A. at
Grand Valley State

University in 1996. He has also been a
development associate for Holland Home in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
As one of six vice-presidents on the
president’s cabinet, the vice president for
college advancement leads the division
charged with maintaining relations
with constituency, soliciting ﬁnancial
contributions, and communicating the
mission of the college and its ongoing
activities to the general public.

Painting students
add color and life to
Amistad Cristiana's
worship space
Sally Jongsma

T

he students in Professor
Susan Van Geest’s
introductory painting
class had an opportunity to do
something they didn’t expect
last semester. They designed
and painted murals for the
worship space used by Amistad
Cristiana, a Spanish language
congregation in Sioux Center.
“Working together on a
mural is good for students for
several reasons,” says Van
Geest. They get to know each
other early in the semester and
learn to work collaboratively.
This makes them better able to
give constructive and honest
critiques throughout the
semester, a crucial component
of all art classes.
It also provides an
opportunity for students to think
concretely about how their art
serves their community. As
instructors, Van Geest and her
art colleagues challenge their
students to consider how their
art can beneﬁt others.
Van Geest looks for a
collaborative opportunity each
time she begins the course.
Her students have painted

murals on campus in the past,
but this time she looked for a
community opportunity and
approached Amistad, which had
recently moved out of Covenant
Christian Reformed Church into
their own worship space.
Van Geest appointed three
designers to visit the worship
area and talk with people from
Amistad to determine what
they wanted. The class also
researched the Mexican muralist
tradition to give a context to
their work. The students were
told the congregation wanted
something celebrative, warm,
inviting, and that expressed
diversity. Each student then
submitted an idea and the three
designers came up with three
proposals from which Amistad
could choose.
“We learned to listen and
observe, to be sensitive to the
culture and the needs of the
church,” says Matt Kunnari, a
junior from Minneapolis and
one of the designers.
Catherine Sunderland, a
senior from Grand Junction,
Colorado, was another of the
three designers. “Each of us
chose a particular style and
color scheme so that Amistad

Campus
Capsules
New staﬀ
hired at Dordt
College
After the class ﬁnished hanging the murals created for Amistad Cristiana, Matthew Kunnari said, “The banners reﬂect the energy of the congregation and their
passion for God. It provides a warm environment for worship.”

would have a choice in what
their banners looked like. We
made drawings, our class and
Amistad approved which ones
they liked, and then we revised.”
In the end, the congregation
chose Kunnari’s style, and
he redrew the designs into a
consistent work. Other members
of the class made the canvasses,
drew designs on each canvas,
and helped paint and install the
work.
“It was sometimes difﬁcult
to work with seventeen people
because everyone had their
own ideas on what the designs
should look like and how the
painting should be done. I think
it worked well, though,” says
Sunderland. “A good example
of how the process worked came
at the end, when I redesigned
one of the banners because
the design wasn’t working. At
each change I made, there
were people to help me decide
what to do and people to
begin painting the changes

immediately. Having so many
people working also allowed
us to use special abilities (for
example a knack for painting
hands) in the appropriate
places.”
“I loved making work for
someone else. The art had a
purpose other than just sitting
on my shelf,” says Sunderland.
Kunnari adds, “For the last
couple of years one of my goals
was to decorate the inside of
a church with artwork. God
granted the opportunity earlier
than I thought.”
Although things got rather
frantic at the end of the semester
and took more time than they
wanted it to, the students
appreciated the opportunity to
experience what making art for
others feels like.
“I’m most pleased with
how much Amistad loved the
ﬁnished project and how the
murals brightened the sanctuary
and made it more worshipful,”
Sunderland said.

"Greeks" to "Grease," costume shop has it all
Jane Ver Steeg

N

eed a costume? Sue Blom can
probably ﬁnd it for you. And if she
doesn’t have it, she knows how to

make it.
As costume shop supervisor and
seamstress for the Dordt College theater
department, Blom is in charge of a vast
warehouse of costumes acquired over the
past forty years by her predecessors Shirley
Matheis and Esther Van Eek. Authentic
clothing from the early 1900s shares storage
space with award-winning Greek costuming
sewn by Blom last spring. There are ’50s
poodle skirts, ’60s ﬂower children garb and
’70s leisure suits. In the past year alone,
three entire estates of vintage clothing
have been donated to the mix. And since
no costume is complete without the right
accessories, shoes, hats, wigs, jewelry and
purses are also available at the shop.
Last year the Dordt College costume
shop served nine area high schools,
numerous churches in need of nativity or
Holy Week costumes, and assisted with
about 800 other costume rentals.
“This is quite a service to the area, and
a wonderful resource that Dordt College
offers to people,” commented Blom, who
began working as seamstress/costume shop
supervisor in July 2003.
Costumes sewn by Blom for her very ﬁrst
Dordt show, The Greeks: The Murders, were
among only thirteen production designs

Sue Blom earned an ACTF award for the costumes
she designed for "The Greeks," the ﬁrst show she
worked on as costume designer at Dordt College.

(from about 200 productions) invited to
compete at the Region 5 American College
Theatre Festival in January. At St. Louis, the
Dordt designer was presented a meritorious
achievement award following the popular
costume parade competition.
Blom said she researched Greek theater
and costumes and studied the most used book
for costume design instruction, The Magic
Garment, to prepare for this production. After
completing her research, she drew renderings
of costumes for each character in the play.
Each design was based on the social status
of the character, where they were from, and
their family relationships.

When the sketches were completed,
Blom and the show’s director, April
Hubbard, collaborated to see if they
captured the director’s vision for the
characters in the play. “Theater faculty
members have been so helpful and
wonderful to work with,” says Blom, who
needed to make only a few minor changes
before taking the sketches from paper to the
sewing machine.
From her hand-drawn renderings, Blom
created a pattern for each costume, drawn
to ﬁt each character’s measurements. After
cutting the pieces, seven theater work
study students helped sew garments and
produce jewelry, headgear, and footwear.
The production was completed and staged in
April of last year.
Blom said she has been sewing since the
age or six or seven. “I can remember the
ﬁrst clothes that I sewed for money were
cheerleading outﬁts for my seventh grade
class, in 1967. I have never stopped sewing
for others since.” Over the years Blom has
also done alterations for retail stores and
freelanced from her home.
Blom has another passion too: she has
a degree in music and is a church organist,
high school contest accompanist, and a
member of the NISO bassoon section.
As a musical performer, she’s seen many
theater productions from the viewpoint of
the orchestra pit and she’s even been known
to alter or ﬁx costumes between musical
numbers while sitting in the pit.

J

ill Jacobsma has accepted the
position of Campus Center
Welcome Desk Attendant. Jill
attended Dordt College for one
year, and then earned her BA
from Northwestern College
in Orange City, where she
also worked as a switchboard
operator and a career
development center assistant.
For the past eight years she has
been employed as purchasing
assistant and production
planning coordinator at MedTec.
Cindy Nederhof has
accepted the position of KDCR
Coordinator for Financial
Support. Nederhof is currently
the theatre arts secretary at
Dordt College and will continue
in that position for second
semester while beginning her
new position.
Rachel Valentine has been
hired to ﬁll the position of Safe
Campus Project Coordinator.
Rachel’s background includes
experience as a Resident
Assistant and Resident Director
on two different college
campuses, and an internship
for a private counseling
center where she provided
specialized counseling in the
areas of domestic violence and
anger management, as well as
conducting victim assessments.
Rachel also has her 40-hour
Domestic Violence Certiﬁcation,
and has been part of the core
leadership team for SoulCare
Ministries–a new counseling
support program through her
church in Illinois.
Rachel’s main duties will be
to work within the parameters
of the grant guidelines to
review procedures, policies,
and information currently in
place on Dordt’s campus, and to
develop new training materials
and resources to ensure we have
a safe campus.
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INTERVIEW

How do we keep education relevant?
A conversation with Dr. Rockne McCarthy,
Vice President for Academic Affairs

R

elevance must be measured ﬁrst of
all in terms of faithfulness,” says
Dr. Rockne McCarthy. He adds,
“Since its founding ﬁfty years ago Dordt
has tried to judge decisions, initiatives, and
programs in the light of its commitment
to the claims of Christ’s cosmic Lordship.
Faithfulness is the measure of everything
we do as an institution.”
For McCarthy faithfulness is not
something static; it is as dynamic as the
unfolding of the created order. Faithfulness
means thinking and acting creatively in
response to the Lord and in the liberating
light of Scripture.
Creativity is often driven by changing
needs. Change can present signiﬁcant
challenges to not-for-proﬁt organizations.
When a business is no longer making a
proﬁt, most people expect to see new
strategies and initiatives implemented.
When a not-for-proﬁt institution
experiences a decline in patronage, the
tendency is to focus on improving what is
being done rather than also to aggressively
explore new options.
“This is why, in part, educational
institutions, by their nature, are
conservative,” McCarthy continues,
adding, “There is something good about
that. It means we take tradition and history
seriously and question whether new
proposals and initiatives truly embody the
mission of the institution or are driven by a
spirit of pragmatism and survivalism.”
But this conservative nature must be
complemented by a genuine openness to
forward-looking and normative change,
McCarthy believes.
“We must use our best judgment to
determine what our academic strengths,
weaknesses, and opportunities are if
our academic programs are to meet the
contemporary challenges and changing
needs of our day.
“It’s easy today to fall behind–not
because what you’re doing is wrong, but
because it is not as relevant and biblically
responsive as it was in the past,” he
continues. Technological developments,
societal expectations, student interests, and
new insights all push academic institutions
to be creative if they are to draw and serve
students. Making the Reformed vision
fresh and relevant takes creativity.
Dordt faculty members are dedicated
teachers and willing mentors and advisors.
Finding time to stay current—updating
their pedagogical strategies, doing research,
and learning from others in their ﬁelds—
also requires them to be creative and open
to change.
Change occurs in vibrant and healthy
institutions, and it is happening on a variety
of levels at Dordt College. As an example
McCarthy cites the engineering faculty’s
recent repackaging of curricular offerings
that build on the academic strengths of
its program while better meeting the
needs of today’s students. The faculty,
acknowledging changing societal trends,
formed new emphases in bio-medical,
computer, and civil engineering by
drawing on courses offered in other majors,
reshaping the requirements, and adding a
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Dr. Rockne McCarthy
few new courses.
The communication department recently
proposed changing a faculty position to
a joint faculty/staff position to meet the
growing need for media expertise by both
the college and students.
The number of art majors being served
has increased dramatically due to curricular
changes that saw the implementation of a
computer-aided graphic design emphasis.
The same is true in the theology department
where many students are pursuing a new
emphasis in Youth Ministries.
“College has become a much more
signiﬁcant means by which we enter the
work force today than it has in the past,”
McCarthy says. With the weakening power
of labor unions and U.S. manufacturing, for
example, it has become difﬁcult for people
to make a middle class salary with only a
high-school education. People who never
would have gone to college in the past are

enrolled now. This represents a signiﬁcant
change and affects educational institutions,
particularly their curricular offerings.
McCarthy, who grew up in St. Louis,
uses an analogy: “If someone had said
twenty years ago that such leaders in
the transportation industry as TWA or
McDonald aircraft company would not
be a part of St. Louis’s life and economy,
no one would have believed it. But it
happened, and the city has had to deal with
it.” As cultural change occurs, educational
institutions like Dordt College also need
to adapt the education they offer so that
students can function in a changing world.
“We keep looking at who we are as a
Christian academic institution and how
we can best accomplish our mission. As
we continue to creatively and normatively
develop the institution, we need to ask
how we can best meet the needs of tuitionpaying students who have many, many
choices today,” McCarthy says.
At Dordt College where eighty-four
percent of operating costs (of which
sixty-one percent goes to staff salaries and
beneﬁts) come from tuition and fees, a
downturn in enrollment could mean that
development opportunities for faculty
or off-campus study options for students
might need to be scaled back. McCarthy
hopes that an upcoming capital campaign
will enable the college to increase the
endowment so that these important
opportunities are not jeopardized by the
ebb and ﬂow of tuition dollars.
“As in a family, budgets don’t drive
all decisions, but a family or college can’t
survive without living within its means,”
McCarthy acknowledges. And the tighter
the budget, the more it drives the need
to carefully evaluate everything that is
done. At the same time, because ofﬁces
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are more specialized in a large institution
than in a small one like a family, no one
has all of the information needed to make
perfect decisions every time. It’s a dance, a
puzzle that requires a team effort. People
disagree, choices aren’t always black and
white, issues are usually more complex
than any one individual or department
sees, and workloads for everyone are
heavy. But McCarthy believes that being
willing to look at new ways to do things,
while remaining faithful as an academic
institution called to give leadership in
developing and transmitting serviceable
insight, can help get past most challenges.
From McCarthy’s perspective,
assessment is one tool for ensuring that
instruction and student learning remain
dynamic and relevant. Dordt College uses
nationally-normed student assessment
forms for faculty. These forms point to
areas of strength as well as areas needing
improvement in teaching effectiveness.
“We can look at them too narrowly, but
we can also use them to work creatively
at improving our program and our
instruction,” says McCarthy. Comparing
Dordt College to both national and Council
of Christian College and Universities
schools, can give faculty members and
their deans concrete issues to address,
prompting creative discussions about how
to continue to offer the best instruction and
improve student learning.
Reformed Christians are familiar
with the phrase “to be Reformed is to be
reforming,” so change is not a foreign
mindset at Dordt College. Still, change
is seldom easy. But being open to it and
thinking creatively about the best ways
to offer a quality Christian education to
today’s students will make the process
easier and more enjoyable.

C O L L E G E

Master’s Degree
Complete an M.Ed. in K-12 curriculum and instruction in as few as three summers

• Distinct Christian perspective
• Supportive environment, learning with
and from other Christian educators

• Innovative course format with one

week on campus per course during
the summer

• Highly qualified instructors and
excellent facilities

• Fully accredited by The Higher

Learning Commission of the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Universities

Preparing Leaders

In Christian School Education

498 4th Ave NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250
toll free: 800-343-6738
local: 712-722-6236
e-mail: m_ed@dordt.edu
www.dordt.edu/masters

PLUMBLINE

Baby
steps in
prairie
grass
James C. Schaap

I

t took me thirty-one years of Iowa life
to take my ﬁrst steps on real native
prairie, the kind my great-grandparents
must have set foot upon when they arrived
in northwest Iowa in
the 1880s. Thirtyone years. Seems
like a lifetime.
But then,
real native
prairie goes
at a premium
here. One might
stumble on a
few sloped
patches
along the
Big Sioux
River, but for James C. Schaap
decades the
land has been drawn-and-quartered by row
crops that, come summer, turn the whole
region into a gargantuan garden. People
who can’t see beauty in interminable
echelons of corn tassels should have their
eyes checked. No matter how you dress it,
this is beautiful ground.
The state of Iowa, I’m told, has the most
fully transformed landscape of any of the
ﬁfty states. What was once the tall grass
prairie that grabbed Lewis and Clark’s
breath the moment they set their eyes on its
limitlessness is now almost entirely corn
and soybeans. Prairie grass once could
hide a six-foot man, the way hybrid corn
can today. What was here, once blossomed
kaleidoscopically all summer. What was
here used to blaze, literally.
Quite simply, what was here is gone.
Not long ago, I took some visitors on a
bus trip around Siouxland, showing some
out-of-staters the haunts of northwest Iowa’s
writers Frederic Manfred, Stanley Wiersma,
and Jim Heynen. I told those tourists what
I’ve been told: not only that Iowa’s prairie
is the most altered landscape of any state in
the union, but that Sioux County is the most
altered county of any of Iowa’s 99. Later, I
couldn’t help think that if I’d been taking
those folks on a similar little jaunt ﬁfty
years ago—a group of ﬁne Calvinist folks,
most of them Dutch-American—I would
have said what I did with a brimful of ethnic
and even spiritual pride.
After all, the Dutch, of whom I am one,
dyked and tiled and drained the sea itself
to make productive farmland. My people
came from Holland to northwest Iowa with
a penchant for subduing the earth. I would
have been singing a song of triumph.

Schaap captures morning in the Loess Hills, a unique land formation in southwest Iowa that is found in only one other place in the world.

But not so today.
Today, for better or for worse, any
recitation of the facts of the altered
landscape comes out a bit more sour, even
out here, where the descendents of Dutch
immigrants likely manage their land as
lovingly as any in the state. It’s difﬁcult to
put a positive spin on the truth of what’s
here: “Isn’t it wonderful how there’s
nothing left of what was?” But let me
describe those baby steps I took just last
week.
Dawn came bewitchingly, thick August
haze running like some mystical, gossamer
river through the land’s low spots, masking
the brilliance of the dawn, casting the
whole broad setting in darkening layers of
mellow gold. I stopped the car at the side
of the gravel road, took out the camera,
and looked over a 140-acre chunk of land
called Steele Prairie State Preserve, one of
Iowa’s largest remnant tall grass prairies
outside of the Loess Hills, a place lovingly
maintained in nearby Cherokee County.
There are no parallel tassels, no
shimmering bean leaves. The place doesn’t
look at all managed. It’s wild, the sedge
meadow and marsh vegetation growing
hither and yon as if answering to no one.
It looks like a classroom out of control, a
chaotic caucus of plant life.
But those ﬁrst steps into the patch of
grass made me aware that if this wasn’t
some kind of hallowed ground, it was at
least a whole different walk than anything
available on ordinary Iowa farmland. In
ﬁve steps—no more—my shoes were wet,
pant legs soaked. Fifty feet into the Steele
Preserve and I had a whole new vision
of those prairie schooners moving west.
Those folks weren’t walking on concrete;
they were slugging through thick prairie
grasses, taking their own baby steps on a
natural mess, bumpy land that hadn’t been
plowed and disked, planted or harrowed.
I’d be lying if I’d say the footing is
treacherous; let’s just put it this way: the
earth is not at all subdued and so much
heavier than I would have dreamed. The
place is one gorgeous knee-high jungle.
And I couldn’t help think, as I walked,
totally alone through that museum, that

out here in the bountiful northwest corner
of Iowa we’d all be better off if somehow
we were capable of giving something back
to what was, of reinvesting in this area
by divesting ourselves of some of what
we’ve done. If our children could, on
some Saturday morning in August, take a
walk in the thick, restored prairie and look
over a couple of miles of the great ocean
of grass that once lay here, wouldn’t they
treasure more of what they have? Wouldn’t
a restored piece of land like that help all

the descendents of those hard-working
Calvinists see their Maker more vividly?
Wouldn’t it be great if, in this great
expanse of rolling prairie in a faraway
corner of Iowa, we’d all just try a few
baby steps towards a future that more fully
remembers—and honors—what was?
James C. Schaap teaches English and gets
up many mornings before dawn to capture
Iowa sunrises with his camera. The photos
are from his collection of prairie shots.

Association for the Advancement of Dutch American Studies

Plan now to attend

The AADAS Conference
to be held at Dordt College June 2-4

Dutch Immigrants on the Prairie
In addition to academic and popular presentations, two excursions are planned

1.

A bus tour of Dutch-American and Plains Indians sites in South Dakota–led by
Dordt College professor, James C. Schaap (see his recent book, Touches the
Sky). Check in on May 31 in the evening; early departure on June 1 with overnight
stay in South Dakota and return Thursday afternoon.

2.

Post-conference bus tour of NW Iowa (literary and history tour of region) also led
by James C. Schaap.
Call for papers and registration information forthcoming.
For information contact conference organizers, professors Paul Fessler
(pfessler@dordt.edu) or Hubert Krygsman (krygsman@dordt.edu)
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Join Us
As Dordt College Celebrates
Jubilee Events
Theater

Purpaleanie
Vision at Work and Play

Jubilee

Registration
Register online at:
www.dordt.edu/events/jubilee
While you are there check out the:
Schedule of Events
Attendee List
Childcare and Housing Information
Questions? Call 1-800-343-6738 (option 3), or
e-mail ddewit@dordt.edu

July 1-3, 2005

Music

Recitals
Alumni Choir Concert and Hymn Sing
Children’s Concert
Community Band Concert
Contemporary Music Concert

Recreation
Golf
Racquetball
Volleyball
Bowling
5K Fun Run
Basketball
Hockey
Soccer
Tennis
Walleyball

Art

Art Walk
Central Park Arts Festival
Faculty Art Show
Student Art Show

Reunions

Class Reunions
Afﬁnity Reunions
Ofﬁce and Departmental Reunions

Entertainment

Alumni Talent Show
Dordt College Memories Panel
Puppet Show
Poetry Reading
Children’s Activities
City Parades
Fireworks

Information

What’s Ahead for Dordt College?
Community/Campus Tours

Celebration and Recognition
Alumni and Friends Banquet
Community Worship Service
Founders’ Luncheon
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Meet Me at Jubilee…

One Alum’s Thoughts About This Special Year

Kristen Cnossen Nichols

I

’m not even sure anymore how long the magnet has
been on our refrigerator, but I remember receiving it in
the mail and thinking, “Wow, July 2005—that’s a long
way off.” That black rectangle with its image of Dordt’s
seal in stained glass has been holding up snapshots for a
couple of years now, and suddenly here it is, the spring of
2005. The Jubilee gathering in Sioux Center is just around
the corner. Of course it’s cliché to say this, but time really
does ﬂy.
Maybe it is the reality that I turned thirty this
year. Maybe it is the career changes God’s led me to
make. Maybe it is the fact that my husband and I
are expecting our ﬁrst child. Most likely it is a
combination of all of these factors that is making
me exceedingly conscious of time these
days—how quickly it passes, how much
things change, but then predictably,
how much remains constant as well.
At once I can feel the distance that
nearly a decade has created between
the present and my days at Dordt
College, but on the other
hand, that small
black magnet
along

with a recent momentary glimpse of two familiar faces in
an e-mail brought it all back very quickly.
Not long ago I opened my e-mail to ﬁnd the alumni
newsletter from my district representatives, Faith
(Rylaarsdam) Rietveld and Val Wigboldy, and suddenly I
was back in time, back on campus, carrying a red folder
full of information about my ﬁrst week of college, Faith
walking beside me and telling me the important things
like where to ﬁnd my mail and when it was the best time
to get to the commons. Suddenly I was remembering
meeting Val, and then running into her sometimes late at
night in the library and always leaving those conversations
grinning. I started connecting, remembering others
besides these two, and started down that winding road of
memory—six degrees of separation, Dordt-style—and
found myself laughing about the night we went mud
sliding on the soccer ﬁeld. (Can I still apologize ten years
later for the mounds of mud we left in the showers of East
Hall?)
There have been times when I wished I could just
get all of the people from those days together again,
sometimes just out of curiosity, like a class reunion, but
more often as a chance to see where God’s led them
all. Sure, my days at Dordt were ﬁlled with the gift of
getting to know some really wonderful people. But it
has been in the eight years since I graduated that I’ve
started to grasp what it means to share a common vision,
a common understanding of the world, a common belief
that all of our lives are lived before the face of God.
I always knew that the education I was getting and
the friendships I was making were unique, but it took
moving to Southern California to realize that even
when I lost touch with so many of the people from my
life at that time, the knowledge of them and of our bond
in Christ still carries me in a society that can sometimes
seem so foreign. It took the repeated realization that all
that carries the label “Christian” is not truly so.

Thousands of us have walked through those four
years, experiencing what my husband enviously calls a
“real college education” that helped shape our vision of
the world, one that acknowledges the truth in Abraham
Kuyper’s famous quote: “There is not a square inch in
the whole domain of human existence over which Christ,
who is sovereign over all, does not cry: ‘Mine!’” It was
during my years at Dordt that I was able to bring together
all the strands of my Christian upbringing and braid them
into a cohesive view of the world, a view that would give
me strength and peace at the same time, and a view that is
foundational to the way I look at life.
Each day my life marches forward. As time passes,
the details of life change—students graduate, then
become people with careers and children who experience
momentary lapses into memory. In these quiet moments
I smile to think of almost a decade ago. I take joy in
realizing that this truly is a year of Jubilee, a year of
restoration and reassurance, and a year to take every
opportunity to reconnect with the others who share our
foundations.
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Ringerwole ends her storied career
as Dordt College's oﬃcial organist
Sally Jongsma

W

hen asked about the highlight of her thirty-eight
year career as organ instructor at Dordt College,
Dr. Joan Ringerwole says without a pause,
“Working on the organ project.” Ringerwole describes
the responsibility of helping select an organ builder and
voicing for Dordt’s organ as a bit daunting, but so exciting.
She recalls visits to hear other organs, narrowing the
builder to two, and ﬁnally selecting Casavant, partly
because of the organ’s exterior case design and partly
because of Gerhard Bruinsma, with whom they worked.
Bruinsma came from a Reformed background and realized
the important of voicing the organ for congregational
singing, Ringerwole says. She gives him credit for the
care he took, working closely with the architect to get the
acoustics right in the B.J. Haan Auditorium.
When she pauses, Ringerwole quickly adds that
working with and watching students “start from scratch”
on the organ was a blessing and a joy. Many became
good church organists, some became respected organ
professionals, and several earned Ph.D.s.
Ringerwole came to Dordt College in 1967, fresh out of
a master’s program at the Eastman School of Music. She
had kept in contact with Music Professor Dale Grotenhuis,
whose high school choir she had accompanied as a student
in Michigan. A position at Dordt College opened for her,
and she joined the faculty at age twenty-three, no older
than some of her students. She taught music theory and
literature as well as giving organ lessons.
Ringerwole recalls that her colleague, Trina Haan,
urged her to make sure students called her Miss
Ringerwole, so she could separate and establish herself as
a faculty member. She followed that advice. Students came
to respect her expertise, and she often invited her students
into her home for meals and social events.

to helping them become excellent organists.
“Students today keep to themselves a bit more,” she
says, then adds, with a chuckle, “Of course maybe it’s that
I’m old now.”
Ringerwole notes the tremendous change in the Dordt
College campus over her years here. But the changes
haven’t been simply in facilities and programs. They’ve
also come in her ﬁeld. One of the biggest changes is the
way music written before Bach is now played.
“Since the discovery of new manuscripts and research
done in the ’70s, we no longer play this music in the same
way. Rather than legato, organists now play in a lively
way that is more true to the original composition,” says
Ringerwole. Although the change was not universally
accepted at ﬁrst, it is now accepted as the way to teach
Bach and his predecessors.
“I had to go through all of my old scores, change the
ﬁngerings I had written in when I learned them, and put in
new ﬁngerings based on the new techniques and ﬁngerings
found in original scores,” she says.
Ringerwole’s big contribution, she believes, has been in
her private lessons emphasizing the basics: placement of
the foot, angles of the feet, height of the bench. “I watch
those things very carefully,” she says. She believes basic
techniques have to be mastered for a person to become a
good organist.
Memories of study trips with students to great organs
in the Netherlands, helping local congregations improve
their organs, participating in American Guild of Organists
Pipe Organ Encounters for young people, giving over 160
recitals around the country, and working with so many
Dr. Joan Ringerwole
talented and wonderful students will go with Ringerwole
as she retires in May. But she won’t leave it all behind.
She expects to go on playing organ in church, teach some
“The tone and attitude of Dordt students was
refreshing,” Ringerwole says. “They were pleasant and
private lessons, and maybe even give the occasional recital.
friendly.” It’s what kept her here all those years, committed “It’s something I’ll always be able to do,” she says.

Senior Kyle Fey has mathematics in his bones
Andrew De Young

K

yle Fey has heard his share of
career advice over the past three
years at Dordt College. And Fey, a
math major who’s still wondering what he
should do with his love for numbers, has
been more than happy to listen.
“Gary Vander Plaats always says I
have to go into ﬁnance,” says Kyle of the
business professor. “He tells me that there’s
a lot of complex math in that. And a lot
of people have told me that I could be an
actuary, too.”
Kyle is still taking advice, but for the
most part, he’s doing just ﬁne on his own.
This past December, he got married to
fellow senior Lori Nibbelink, and as far as
his future goes, he’s happy to study straight
math for the time being. He was recently
accepted to the doctoral program at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
“I’ve always had the math major,” Fey
explains. “But there were different things
added on at different times.” He certainly
had an interest in math and an ability
to excel at it—a self-directed study of
calculus in high school taught him that—
but he just wasn’t sure that mathematics
would leave him with a clear career plan.
“I started out with math and physics,”
he says. “I had a lot of fun with physics in
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high school, and I
thought that I might
want to be a physics
major.” When that
didn’t pan out, he
moved to computer
science, before
ﬁnally dropping
everything but the
math. Although
some students would Kyle Fey
be worried about
abandoning majors without a clearer career
plan, Kyle hasn’t looked back.
It was a good choice, as his former
roommates will testify. “Kyle’s built to be
a math major,” says Brian Schaap, who
has known Kyle since they went to grade
school together in Edgerton, Minnesota.
“When he lived with us, there would be
days when he would spend almost all his
time by his desk, studying. He was so
focused.” During his junior year, Kyle’s
roommates saw his love for his discipline
cross over into other areas of his life when
he bought an aquarium, ﬁlled it with pet
crabs, then playfully named them after
famous mathematicians.
“I like all the structure in math,” he
explains. “All the ﬁelds are related to one
another, inter-related. And even though
there’s usually one right answer, there’s

still a lot of capacity for creative thought.”
You can tell as he says it that he’s had the
same conversation before, that he’s had to
set people straight about his major in the
past—it isn’t pointless, it isn’t dull, and it
does take a lot of creativity.
“There are times,” he admits, “when
you feel like, what are we studying? But
math is a part of God’s creation. All this
structure, what we’re discovering, that is
something that God has created.”
His perseverance in the math major,
admittedly, has been made easier by the
fact that his professors recognize his
potential and encourage him to develop
it, most notably Dr. Calvin Jongsma. In
the waning months of Fey’s sophomore
year, Jongsma asked him to work for him
during the following summer. He accepted,
beginning a job that has lasted much
longer than either of them expected. Now
in his senior year, Kyle is still working for
Jongsma.
“Jongsma is writing a text for a class in
Discrete Structures,” Fey says. “He wanted
a bit of student feedback, so that was
where I came in.” It was Fey’s job to work
through the textbook, do the problems, look
through similar textbooks for comparison,
and go to Jongsma with his ﬁndings. After
the summer was over, he kept working,
writing hints for some of the exercises, a

job which continued through most of last
year.
Soon, however, Jongsma became
interested in a computer program called
MIZAR, which checks mathematical proofs
for validity. He asked Fey to acquaint
himself with it, thinking that it might have
potential applications for the developing
textbook.
“It’s hard to use,” says Fey. “The syntax
of the program makes it difﬁcult for most
students.” So, using skills he gained from
his time as a computer science major, he
began writing a new program. He’s still
working on it.
“I want to add a little more
functionality,” he says. “But mostly I need
to work with the interface and make it more
user-friendly.”
One day, Jongsma’s textbook may
be published, with Fey’s program as
an accessory. For now, however, Fey is
just trying to get everything ﬁnished by
graduation.
After graduation comes graduate
school, maybe in Nebraska, maybe not.
But no matter what direction his life will
take, Kyle doesn’t seem too worried. He’s
had unique opportunities in his years
at Dordt, and if he keeps following his
talents and interests, he’ll likely ﬁnd more
opportunities in graduate school, too.

FA C U LT Y N E W S
Dr. John Van Dyk, director of the
Center for Educational Services, spent much
of January on the
road. From January
3-6, he conducted a
three-day seminar on
Christian education
for teachers from ﬁve
Central American
countries at the
Nehemiah Center in
Managua, Nicaragua.
From January 14-17, Van Dyk
he participated in the
IAPCHE Regional Conference in Chennai,
India. On January 14, he gave a plenary
address on the need for Christian teacher
education programs in Asia, and during the
remaining days conducted sessions focused
on elementary and secondary education. On
January 29, he participated in a conference
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, organized by
Worldwide Christian Schools, to explore
possible coordination of international
teacher education activities.
A Spanish translation of Van Dyk’s
book The Craft of Christian Teaching was
available to educators at the Nicaragua
conference. The translation was done by
educators in Queretaro, Mexico.
Dr. Wes Jamison of Dordt’s agriculture
department has spoken to several groups
recently. He spoke on urban-rural farm
politics at the Indiana Farm Bureau Annual
Convention in Indianapolis on December
17 and will deliver the same lecture at
the University of Arkansas in April.
On January 14 he spoke at Iowa State
University BIGMAP and the Seed Science
Center on the social construction and
political ampliﬁcation of risk. He speaks
on agricultural politics at the National
Turkey Federation Annual Convention
in Long Beach, California, at the Ohio
Livestock Association Annual Convention
in Columbus, Ohio, on March 29, and at the
Public Information Council Annual Meeting
in Nashville, Tennessee, on May 10.
Dr. Tom Wolthuis, professor of
theology, spent a weekend in February
at a conference of the Wabash Center
Workshop for Pre-Tenured Faculty in
Religion. Wolthuis presented both a best
practices teaching strategy and an update
on his current project: “The Art of Telling
the Biblical Story: How to use art in the
classroom to teach the Introduction to
Biblical Theology course.”

Dr. Duane Bajema, professor of
agriculture, served as a national reviewer
of four journal articles for publication and
presentation at the national meeting of
National Agricultural Education Research
Conference to be held in San Antonio,
Texas, from May 25-27. These are the
annual national research meetings of the
American Association for Agricultural
Education.
History Professor Dr. Keith Sewell’s
new book, Herbert Butterﬁeld and the
Interpretation of History, has recently
been published (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005).
On January 19, Dr. James C. Schaap
spoke for the MacLaurin Institute (www.
maclaurin.org) using the title “Whither?—
The Genre of Literature in a Media Age.”
The MacLaurin Institute sponsors lectures
by Christian academics giving Christian
graduate students and faculty at the
University of Minnesota the opportunity
to thoughtfully engage academia from a
distinctly Christian vantagepoint.
Dr. Jonathan Warner, professor of
economics, taught a one-week course on
sustainable community development to
students (including our own David Prins)
on the Creation Care Study Program in
Belize.(http://www.creationcsp.org/belize.
html)
Dr. John Kok, dean for the humanities,
was back to teaching Philosophy 201
recently. He spent
ten days at the end
of February working
with Tom Soerens
in Jagüey Grande,
Cuba. Soerens,
who previously
taught theology
and Philosophy
201 at Dordt
College, is presently Kok
the director of
distance education for the Evangelical
University of the Americas in Costa Rica
(UNELA). UNELA has the Costa Rican
government’s approval to issue a college
degree in theology and works primarily
by networking with existing institutions
whose focus is theological/pastoral training.
Among other things, Soerens supervises the
networking agreement between UNELA and
the Christian Reformed Church of Cuba.
For years the CRCC has had missionary
visitors give intensive courses in Cuba. The

Faculty Positions
August 2005
To learn more about a position and receive
application materials, qualiﬁed persons
committed to a Reformed, biblical perspective
and educational philosophy are encouraged to
send a letter of interest and curriculum vita/
resume to:
Dr. Rockne McCarthy
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dordt College
498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
Facsimile: 712 722-4496
E-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu
Web site: www.dordt.edu/ofﬁces/academic_affairs
Dordt College is an equal opportunity institution
that strongly encourages the applications of women,
minorities, and disabled persons.

UNELA is now able to give transfer credit
for previous studies and at the same time
provide church leaders in the CRC of Cuba
with the courses they still need to complete
the ofﬁcial program. They have the theology
courses they need, but they lack core
courses, especially in Christian philosophy.
“We will be helping them take a key
step toward getting their college degree and
treating them to a great thought-provoking
introduction to what is probably quite novel:
a uniquely Christian take on philosophy,”
Soerens wrote prior to this collaborative
effort.
Dr. Paul Fessler, professor of history,
presented a paper “Multiculturalism:
A Problem for
Historians” at the
Conference on
Faith and History
in October at Hope
College in Holland,
Michigan. The
paper examined
the philosophy of
multiculturalism
and argues that
Fessler
its inherent
postmodern relativism and emphases make
multiculturalism very problematic for
Christian scholars and Christians in general.
Fessler also spoke as a panelist at a
conference “Reacting to the Past: Henry
VIII and the Reformation Parliament”
at Smith College in Northampton,
Massachusetts, in January.
Dr. Benjamin Kornelis recently had
a composition for handbells published by
Harrock Hall. The work, Kornelis’s ﬁrst
published instrumental piece, is a set of
three variations on “Come, Ye Thankful
People, Come” that he originally wrote
for a handbell choir he directed in Seattle.
Harrock Hall (www.harrockhall.com)
has now published four of Kornelis’s
compositions.
Dawn Wolthuis, computer science
instructor, has been elected to the board of
the International U2 User Group (www.u2ug.
org) after serving as the Acting Chair for
the organization which she helped launch.
The year-long project to organize this
new database group will be completed on
March 15 when the ﬁrst elected board takes
ofﬁce. The group already has more than one
thousand members from around the world
with board members coming from the United
States, the United Kingdom, and Australia.

Dordt College is seeking applications in the following areas:
Business Administration (Possible Opening)
Human Resources and other ﬁelds.
Engineering (Possible Opening)
Ph.D. preferred. Electrical engineering or related discipline, industrial
experience and professional licensure desirable. Responsibilities
include teaching engineering fundamentals and upper-level electrical
engineering courses and developing laboratory experiences supportive of
departmental objectives.
Physics (Possible Opening)
Teaching introductory and upper-level physics courses and labs. Preference for
candidates with ability to teach introductory astronomy and general education courses.

Can you
help us?
In preparation for the Jubilee
Celebration, we are trying to
update our records on all Dordt
College Alumni. Please contact
us at alumni@dordt.edu if you
know the current address of the
following people:
1990

Bork, Wendelynn
Geer, Todd
Gross, Jonathan
Kamp, Heather (Hall)
Klumpenhouwer, M. Bernadette
Maat, Tim
McMickle, Ruby (Johnson)
Meyer, Walter
Miedema, Ruth
Nguyen, Nhung (Nicole)
Nijsse, Jacob
Osterkamp, Linda (Burggraaf)
Riemersma, Ronald
Schalkwijk, Margrietha
Tran, Giang
Van Dyk, Denise (Van Dyk)
Vander Hoek, Karen
Vander Wall, Daniel
Versluis, Johanna
Visscher, David
Visser, Edward
Vu, Quan
Wikkerink, Tracey (Boonstra)
Wilcox, Nancy (Schiebout)

1991

Aardema, Tamela (Schiebout)
Brousseau, Kelly
Chase, Lisa (Dykstra)
De Vos, Wessel
Drost, Harold
Haveman, Joel
Helwick, Cindy (Bos)
Hirneisen, Karalea (Kelder)
Johnston, Emily (Westerhof)
Kadyk, Joy
Lugtigheid, David
Mellow, Marilee (Fuller)
Muller, Kasper
Murray, Donavon
Nagy, Christine
Nijsfe, Jacob
On, Lan Phuong
On, Loc
Statema, Lisa
Tanuhadi, George
Trotter, Cynthia
Van Dellen, Darlene (De Jong)
Van Klompenberg, Jeffrey
Van Someren, James
Vanden Berg, Jolene
Vander Pol, Ryan
Veldman, Jeffrey
Visser, Winston
Willekes, Lourens

1992

Boonstra, Wilma
Brands-Boeve, Barbara
Brice, Matthew
Carroll, Kristine
De Raaf, Kari
Grond, Steven
Gross, Lisa (Klein)
Hadley, Michelle (Butts)
Johnson, Suzanne (De Vries)
Kruis, Sheila (Vander Zee)
Lau, Matthew
Limberg, Karen
McReynolds, David
Medeiros, Adriana (Vaags)
Mennega, Daniel
Ngo, Duc Van
Nibbelink, Jeffrey
Owens, Carma (Bok)
Rens, Jon
Schouten, Dirk
Schut, Melanie (Top)
Vaandrager, Daniel
Van Veen, Bart
Vande Haar, Sandra (Van Wyk)
Vander Hoek, Charlotte (Vahrmeyer)
Vander Hoek, Kevin
Vander Lugt, Ryan
Vander Meulen, Karrie
Vis, Brenda
Won, Joshua
Zeltkalns, Katrina
Zenert, Cindy (Vander Kooi)

Social Work
Teach in generalist BSW program with a focus on social welfare policy, child and family
welfare, and research.
Youth Ministry and Biblical Studies
Teach general education courses in biblical theology, a section of the ﬁrst-term seminar,
and courses related to the youth ministry emphasis.
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Can you
help us?
In preparation for the Jubilee
Celebration, we are trying to
update our records on all Dordt
College Alumni. Please contact
us at alumni@dordt.edu if you
know the current address of the
following people:
1993

Bakker, Kathryn
Baljeu, Lashell (Mars)
Boersema, Debra
Cefre, Deborah (Treick)
Conger, Patricia (Brunjes)
Copeland, Kandi (Copeland)
Courkamp, Christopher
Cummings, Karen (Van Klinken)
Dehne, Eric
Dockendorf, Susan (De Vries)
Greydanus, Matthew
Haak, Albert
Henken, Karen
Hoornenborg, Gregory
Korvemaker, Clarence
Kuiper, Laura (Van Den Top)
Miedema, Todd
Miles, Craig
Mulder, Helen
Ochsner, Albert
Patterson, Andrew
Rebizant, Rita
Robertson, Bruce
Sawtelle, Denise (Merica)
Steele, Kristen
Vanderlugt, Peter

1994

Bajema, Beth (Hollander)
Baker, Julie Ann
Bakker, Jonathon
Beernink, Barbara
Bok, Tamara (Den Besten)
Brock, Fredric
Brouwer, Jason
Brouwer, Jennifer (Ciuffreda)
De Boer, Lynn
De Kam, Conrad
De Vries, Mary
Den Herder, Amy
Ezell, Rebecca (Buwalda)
Halstead, Michelle
Harsanyi, Audrey (De Deugd)
Hart, Julie (Adams)
Hofman, Gerard
Hofman, Seth
Jensen, Diane
Mawhinney, Scott
Meyer, Jeremy
Morris, Jeffrey
Nguyen, Anh
Partridge, Julie (De Young)
Partridge, Michael
Rogers, Thomas
Rowell, Darren
Rowell, Juanita (Lenz)
Schimke, Marlene (Yoder)
Spikman, Richard
Strom, Grace (Greidanus)
Tran, Alex Van
Van Dyke, Michele (Feikema)
Veldhuisen, Yvonne (Valk)
Vermilion, Kendall
Vo, Bich Ngoc
Yogi, Toshiya
Zekveld, John

1995

Anderson, Nichole (Henderson)
Brands, Lisa (Vander Top)
Cam, Ounheaun
Clark, Christopher
Dribinskaya, Nataliya
Dykstra, Richard
Fuller, Erin (Vander Feer)
Heinen, Carlton
Kamps, Heidi
Mulder, Krista
Pastine, James
Plagerman, Connie (Kreykes)
Ronda, Kevin
Stanley, Karleen (Kaptein)
Ter Maaten, Casey
Valk, Christine (Van Hooydonk)
Van Leeuwen, Sarina
Vande Voort, James
Vande Voort, Sarah (Boon)
Vander Veen, Kevin
Vink, Gert-Jan
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Brandon Haan goes up for shot in an exciting and intense game between Dordt College and Northwestern College.

Basketball teams close out seasons
Mike Byker

Sports information director

Eekhoff leads the women’s
basketball team

T

he Dordt College Lady Defender
basketball team charted new territory
this season, qualifying for the Great Plains
Athletic Conference post-season tournament
for the ﬁrst time in the ﬁve-year history of
the conference.
The Lady Defenders started the year with
a 1-7 record with two of the losses coming
by three points or less. After the Christmas
break the women earned two convincing
wins at the Dordt College Holiday Classic,
beating Graceland 70-25 and knocking off
North Central 101-24.
From January 6 on the Lady Defenders
played conference games exclusively,
except for one trip to Martin Luther. The
Dordt College women dug themselves out
of their early season hole and put together
a 7-6 conference record in January and
February against the best competition in the
country. One of the wins was an overtime
win over top-ten rated Doane College, 8380.
The Lady Defenders’ season came
to an end with a loss to the defending
National Champion, Morningside
Mustangs, in a game played in Sioux City
in the quarterﬁnal round of the conference
playoffs.
Amanda Eekhoff led the team in scoring
and rebounding this season while averaging
14.1 points and 10.8 rebounds per game.
The freshman was named 2nd team AllGPAC and also earned player-of-the-week
honors—the ﬁrst time a Dordt College
women’s basketball player has earned the
honor in the ﬁve years the ultra-competitive
league has been in place.

Katie Bleeker earned All-GPAC
honorable mention along with Shawna
Flikkema. For the fourth time, Bleeker
was been named honorable mention. The
versatile senior leaves Dordt College with
814 career points—15th all-time—and 473
career rebounds—12th all-time. Flikkema
earned honorable mention honors after
starting all 27 games for the 12-15 Lady
Defenders and averaged 10.5 points per
game.

Leading scorers on men’s team
will return next year

T

he Dordt College Defender men
experienced signiﬁcant highs and
lows during the 2004-2005 season. The
Defenders started the year by establishing
an 11-2 record. Included in that stretch
were wins over Sioux Falls, Mount Marty,
Morningside, and Northwestern, the last
three by a combined four points. After the
Christmas break the Defenders lost ten
games, nine of them by 10 points or less
in posting a 14-12 record.
The Defenders were led
by Luke Ruter, with an 18.9
points per game average. The
junior sharpshooter is among the
career leaders in three-point
shooting and ended the year
with 1199 career points,
standing 11th all-time.
Ruter was named to the
All-GPAC ﬁrst team.
Brandon Haan,
another junior from
Sioux Center, came on
strong as the season
progressed, averaging
15.3 points and 6.7 rebounds
in earning second team AllGPAC honors. Haan had a

season high 30 points against Dana College
in January.
Dan Hospers and Bret Van Wyk were
the lone seniors on the team with Van Wyk
earning All-GPAC honorable mention
after averaging 12 points per contest as a
senior. Van Wyk scored over 900 points for
his career and was a three-year starter for
the Defenders. Hospers started games in
all four-seasons he was at Dordt College
and grabbed nearly 400 rebounds over the
course of his career. With Van Wyk and
Hospers in the lineup the Defenders posted
a 66-46 record in the last four years.

Relays dominate in qualifying for
indoor nationals

T

he Dordt College Indoor Track and
Field season featured numerous athletes
qualifying for the NAIA National Meet
March 3-5 at Johnson City, Tennessee. The
women’s team qualiﬁed a 4 x 400, 4 x 800,
and distance medley quartets with Abbie
Soodsma, Jen Kempers, Beth De Jonge,
Melissa Klein, Lori Rowenhorst and
Tanya Rowenhorst all running legs
to make it under the NAIA qualifying
standards.
Melissa Klein and Jen Kempers
both qualiﬁed individually in the
800 meters and the high jump
respectively.
The men’s team qualiﬁed
a distance medley
team consisting of
Tim Eisenga, Kevin
Herdegen, Josh
Boerman, and Dan Van
Engen. Van Engen also
made it to the National
Meet in the 3000 meters.
Nicki De Blaey

FROM THE ALUMNI OFFICE

Alumni are living memorials
Judy Hagey

“fear the Lord your God.” (Joshua 4: 24)
Though our plans are still in development,
the pending acquisition of property at the
aybe you share Kristen Nichols’
corner of 4th Avenue and 7th Street offers the
sentiment (see page 9) about
opportunity to develop the clearly
Jubilee—that it’s been a
marked campus entry that the
long time coming. The magnet
college has long sought and
that Kristen refers to was actually
could well be the home for
sent about eighteen months ago,
this memorial. Like the Old
two and one-half years after the
Testament marker, we envision
Jubilee committee was formed
using a large rock, something
and began planning for this
native to the landscape that
celebration. Even before that, in a
symbolizes strength and the
series of forums with constituents
ﬁrm foundation we celebrate.
around the country, we asked you
Native plantings, including
for your ideas on appropriate and
a long-lived hardwood tree,
meaningful ways to observe
will represent not only our
our 50th anniversary. So
location on the prairie, but
Jubilee has been on our
also testify to our conﬁdence
minds for almost ﬁve years
in the future.
Judy Hagey
already.
A Jubilee memorial is
In addition to planning a Jubilee
certainly an appropriate way to remember
celebration, we set a number of institutional this important milestone. More important
goals in preparation for this milestone year.
than this physical memorial, though, are the
Our facilities, programs, planning, and
living memorials that Dordt alumni are as
ﬁnances would be that of a college with a
they live, work, and serve around the world.
solid foundation, poised for another ﬁfty
By your lives you are living testimonies to
years of service. With the recent completion God’s work at and through Dordt College.
of the Campus Center and All Seasons
May God continue to bless your witness.
Center, new programs in health sciences,
computer networking, and criminal justice,
new emphases in engineering, the advent of
Jubilee Concerts
Gen 100 and the Kuyper Scholars program,
an endowment of nearly $20 million and
annual gifts exceeding $2 million, we do
he Concert Choir, Chorale,
indeed look back with thanksgiving and
Concert
Band, and Chamber
look ahead with anticipation.
Orchestra
will
be in concert, with
It’s hard to believe then that with all our
featured
soloist
Tricia Van Ee (’02),
planning and preparation, we overlooked
who
is
pursuing
her Master of Music
something. Recently someone asked,
degree
in
vocal
performance
at the
“What will we have to show for ourselves,
University
of
Minnesota.
what visible reminder will there be that
we celebrated Jubilee?” Our committee
April 21—Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
had no answer. Fortunately the person
Washington
Pavilion
who asked did. He proposed establishing a
April
22—Des
Moines, Iowa
Jubilee memorial as a testimony to God’s
Hoyt
Sherman
Place
faithful provision in Dordt’s establishment
April 23—Minneapolis, Minn.
and development and our hope for future
Central
Lutheran Church
blessings.
The proposal fell on receptive ears.
Concerts begin at 7:30 p.m. A
Creative minds are already at work
social/reception
follows each concert
imagining what such a memorial might
at
which
the
Jazz
Band performs.
look like. We remember that the Israelites
Tickets
available
upon
request from
marked their safe passage across the Jordan
the
Dordt
College
Advancement
River into Canaan with twelve stones as
Ofﬁce or your local church contact.
a permanent witness that the “hand of
the Lord is powerful” and a reminder to
Director of alumni relations
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Jubilee Events
The Jubilee celebration, Vision at Work and
Play, continues its travels. Join cast and
staff as we remember, celebrate, and share
Dordt’s vision of Christian higher education.
There is no cost to attend, but a free-will
offering will be taken. Please RSVP online:
www.dordt.edu/jubilee/rsvp or call: 1-800343-6738, option #3.
April 8—Platte, South Dakota
Platte Christian Reformed Church
Local Contact: Lois Van Dusseldorp
April 9—Manhattan, Montana
Manhattan Christian School
Local Contact: Teresa Kredit
April 21—Lethbridge, Alberta
Trinity Reformed Church
Local Contacts: Duane & Anne Konynenbelt
April 29—Winnipeg, Manitoba
Covenant Christian Reformed Church
Local Contacts: Hank & Carol Vande Kraats,
Pastor Bill Tuininga
April 30—Emo, Ontario
Emo Christian Reformed Church
Local Contacts: Ted & Ynske Kaemingh,
Wayne & Wilma Kooistra
May 7—Holland, Michigan*
Holland Christian High School
Local Contact: Glenn Vos
May 8—Grand Rapids, Michigan*
Grand Rapids Christian High School—
DeVos Auditorium
Local Contact: Sharolyn Christians
May 9—Burlington, Ontario*
Park Bible Church
Local Contact: Sylvan Gerritsma
May 13—Windsor, Colorado
Porter House Inn
Local Contact: Heidi Cunningham
May 14—Denver, Colorado
Third Christian Reformed Church
Local Contact: Matthew Bylsma

*Productions include a student cast.
Check local announcements for times; a
slide show of photos through the years
begins 30 minutes before the production.

Summer Baseball Outings
July 16—San Diego, California
Padres vs. Arizona Diamondbacks
August 6—Minneapolis, Minnesota
Twins vs. Boston Red Sox

Contact the alumni ofﬁce for tickets.

REGISTER NOW!
Before it's too late!

2005 Dordt Discovery Days for middle schoolers is just
around the corner– June 27-July 1. Registration brochures
have been mailed, but you can also register online NOW at
www.dordt.edu/events/ddd. You've heard the ﬁrst will be last
and the last will be ﬁrst. Don't believe it when it comes to
Dordt Discovery Days! Sessions ﬁll fast.

Can you
help us?
In preparation for the Jubilee
Celebration, we are trying to
update our records on all Dordt
College Alumni. Please contact
us at alumni@dordt.edu if you
know the current address of the
following people:
1996

Bleeker, Floyd
Botma, Durk
Denisenko, George
Dissmore, Tricia (Hall)
Fleming, Vanessa
Horstman, Pamela
Janssens, Erick
Kikkert, Joe
Kooienga, Daniel
Luteyn, Karen
Meijer, Alan
Parker, Kimberly (Verhoeven)
Parker, Robert
Rozenboom, Sean
Ruiter, Daniel
Santos, Erin (Altena)
Sawtelle, John
Scholman, Jacqueline
Shantz, Toni (De Jong)
Siebring, Albert
Sliedrecht, Monique
Struble, Barbara (Van Hoff-Borchers)
Tinklenberg, Anita
Tjepkema, Brian
Van de Hoef, Sherri
Van Noord, Edward
Van Rooyen, Julie (Huinink)
Van Rooyen, Randal
Verhage, Elayna (Duitman)
Visser, Jacquelyn
Yakobu, Raymond

1997

Beamon, Andre
Bultema, Troy
Davidson, Geoffrey
De Haan, Bradley
de Haan, Jonathan
Driezen, Peter
Fey, Ross
Gulker, Brian
Hays, Jennifer (Gutierrez)
Hoesel, Mark
Hubers, Robin
Hull, Christopher
Kooiman, Lisa
Krause, Michael
Le Mahieu, Rebecca
Marshall, Melanie
Netjes, Eric
Nonginthirath, Khanthaly
Postma, Jason
Powers, Eric
Te Grotenhuis, David
Thomas, Gena
Vandenberg, Heather (Van Dorp)
Vander Stelt, Henry
Vanderstoel, Maarten
Wengert, Jared
Werkhoven, Todd
Westendorp, John

1998

Altena, Bradley
Bjorkman, Mandy
Dronkelaar, Joyce (Veldhuisen)
Ebbers, Beverly (De Jager)
Heibult, Tamara
Huygen, Israel
Huygen, Kimberly (Weeks)
Koedam, Robert
Kooi, James
Laarman, Julian
Minnema, Chad
Muzaale, Hillary
Packer, Joshua
Parman, Martin
Pokharel, Arbin
Sharpe, Matthew
Smit, Jeffrey
Stirling, Jodie (Zwart)
Van Dyken, Shad
Van Nieuwenhuyzen, Willem
Van Veldhuizen, Christopher
Vis, Angela
Vo, Tan
Voogt, Joleen
Wildeboer, James
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Can you
help us?
In preparation for the Jubilee
Celebration, we are trying to
update our records on all Dordt
College Alumni. Please contact
us at alumni@dordt.edu if you
know the current address of the
following people:
1999

Adams, David
Boot, Monica (Van Oort)
Bothof, Daric
Botma, Laura (de Jager)
Brue, Colin
Bubendorf, Jessica
Carr, Rachel
De Groot, Suzanne
De Jong, Brenda
De Kraker, Sharon (Ver Meer)
English, Stephen
Gritter, Nathan
Hanemaayer, Carolyn
Homan, Melissa
Hordijk, Stacey (Bufﬁnga)
Horlings, Bryan
Juergens, Lanae
Kelder, Brian
Kornelis, Danelle
Laning, Angela
McGowan, Michael
Meksavanh, Inthisone
Meyers, Michael
Meyers, Shawn (Wynia)
Nagtegaal, Mark
Neven, Maria (Klumpenhower)
Post, Sandra
Sharpe, Rebecca (Tiedeman)
Simmons, Peter
Tuttle, Nathan
Van Donge, John
Van Donge, Melanie (Benjamins)
Vande Kraats, Jessica
Venant, Wilton
Ver Steeg, Matthew
Vyn, Suzanne
Yesakov, Yevgeniy
Zuidhof, Joel

2000

Altena, Sarah (Bosma)
Boskers, Vicky
Chappell, Kendra
Cheriyan, Nitish
De Weerd, Scott
Folkerts, Christopher
Fried, JiaJuan (Xu)
Haack, Britanie (Hartman)
Hansen, Ben
Hansen, Dustin
Haveman, Gary
Hoogland, Maranda
Huisken, Bryan
Iverson, Joshua
Jongejan, Julie
Kakolewski, Daniel
Kim, Kwang
Kolkman, Gerald
Konz, Nichole (Hengeveld)
Nagtegaal, Heidi
Roos, Lynette
Rubingh, Jeremy
Te Grootenhuis, Timothy
Van Engen, Brooke
Vander Wal, Jonathan
vanTol, Brian
Whipkey, Laura
Young, Anna

2001

Ahrenholz, Jed
Barclay, Ian
Dana, Ryan
Faber, Jillene
Gesch, Peter
Haveman, Joy (Tammel)
Hemming, Lisabeth
Hoekstra, Keith
Huinink, Daryl
Kempema, Staci
Kuiper, Jason
Lee, Matthew
Miller, Justin
Mortlock, Paul
Platte, Lisa (De Jong)
Vandekemp, Stacey (Thalen)
Vander Linden, Jeffrey
Vander Wier, Hugh
VanNoord, Craig
Visser, Shari
Yakobu, Iyua
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ALUMNI NOTES
Miriam (Ernest, ’76) Bandﬁeld lives in
Marion, Iowa with her husband, Peter, and their
three children. She is involved with radio on a
limited basis. Miriam says she would like to hear
news from her friends from her years at Dordt.
Jay Wierenga (’82) was chosen for a role
in a Hollywood ﬁlm. He played an anchorman
in the upcoming movie titled Her Minor Thing.
Jay is co-host of the KFBK Afternoon News
in Sacramento, California, as well as a ﬁll-in
talk show host for a talk radio program that airs
in Sacramento, San Francisco, and Phoenix,
Arizona. Jay lives in Sacramento with his wife
Laura, and their three daughters, Breanne (18),
Morgan (16), and Shelby (11).
Leann (Bouwman, ’89) Bakker lives in
Brier, Washington, with her husband, Bud, and
their three children. For the last three years,
she has been working part-time at Shoreline
Christian School as an assistant to the Director of
Development. Leann says she is looking forward
to the Jubilee celebration, and hopes to see many
of her friends there.
John Huyser (’93) was accepted into the
M.Div program at Calvin Seminary.
Marc and Shelby (Nunnikhoven)
Andreas (’96, ’96) are moving from Pella,
Iowa, to Hudsonville, Michigan, where Marc
will work as director of marketing for Bethany
Christian Services. Marc and Shelby have three
children, Connor (5), Galadriel (3), and Jonah
(1), who was adopted through Bethany Christian
Services.
Ryan Verver (’99) works at Southwest
Chicago Christian School in Tinley Park, Illinois.
In addition, he is currently teaching a night class
in elementary and middle school concepts at
Trinity Christian College in Palos Heights.
Abby Jansen (’02) lives in Dayton, Ohio,
where she works with Bread for the World
(BFW), a lobbying group that seeks justice for
the world’s hungry. As part of her involvement
with BFW, she is currently involved with The
One Campaign, which seeks to end HIV/AIDS,
hunger, and poverty in the world. The campaign,
along with many other national and international
initiatives, has a list of eight achievable goals
which include cutting poverty and reversing the
trend of HIV infection by the year 2015. The
One Campaign in particular calls for targeting
just one additional percent of the U.S. budget
toward education, health, clean water, and food
and care for orphans. For more information, go
to www.bread.org.
Brent Dieleman (’03) is one of the few
who managed to turn a hobby into a full-time
job. After the Pella, Iowa, native graduated
from college, he landed a job at the Solid Waste
Association of North America in Washington,
D.C., where he was recently promoted to
Technical Programs Manager at the Solid Waste
Association of North America (SWANA).
Although he began to work with SWANA only
recently, Brent’s “career” in waste management
began early, when he was just a third grader
picking up pop cans on the side of the road.
Brent wasn’t drawn to recycling because
of the ﬁve-cent refund or the desire to beneﬁt
the environment. He just thought it was fun and
interesting to collect cans. When he learned a little
bit about the value of money and the value of
keeping the environment clean, he began to work
harder and collect more cans, an enterprise made
easier by the use of a bike, and later, a car.
Brent continued to be interested in recycling
when he came to Dordt. Although much of
what he learned doesn’t directly apply to his
current work at SWANA, he says that “the
overarching perspective…has been something
that has remained an important part of my life.”
He also had the chance to do a valuable senior
project while at Dordt, surveying students on
their recycling habits, inspecting dumpsters, and

Future Defenders

Wade and Leanne (Vis) Halma (’02, ’03), Ashton Wade, 1/14/05
Don and Miranda (Scholten, ’02) King, Elizabeth Kate, 12/8/04
Zach and Meagan (Van Den Berg) Vreeman (’02, ’03), Eva Grace, 12/24/04
Matthew and Rachel (Van Essen,'02) Davelaar, Isaac Matthew, 1/5/05
Rodney and Kristi (Van Bemmel, ’02) Wierenga, Jayden Grant, 12/29/04
Nathan and Angela (Vander Schel) Kuperus (’01, ’01), Cory Thomas,
1/8/05
Felix and Leah (Kreykes ’01) Nyangamoi, Simon Lowi Alan,
10/18/04
Ryan (’01) and Alyssa Rusk, Elise Nichole, 10/30/04
Michael and Melanie (Schotsman) Leichty (’00, ’00), Taryn
Rayanna, 12/13/04
Ryan and Cristin Verver ('99), Jillian Rose, 2/18/05
Randy and Marcia (Schiebout, ’99) Driesen, Julia Marie,
11/1/04
Mike and Wendy (Beimers, ’99) Poppema, Peyton Jo, 12/3/04
Seth and Sarah (Jamison) Schreur (’99, ’99), Bethany Kiersten,
12/31/04
Eric (’99) and Kelly Van Groningen, Caden Scott, 9/26/04
Keith and Karla (Veenstra, ’97) Bowe, Ethan Randel, 8/19/04
Eric and Stephanie (Vis) Walhof (’97, ’96),
Isaac Davelaar
Michael and Adele (Koekkoek, ’96) Leach, Kara Dorothy, 8/11/04
Randy and Kristi (Vander Plas) Ten Pas ('96, '97), Trista Jacquelyn
2/12/05
Darrin and Shelley Berg (’95), Chelsea Alicia, 10/29/04
Mark (’95) and Kimberly Vande Zande, Emily Mae, 12/7/04
Matt and Carla (Zevenbergen, ’95) Eenigenburg, Jessica Renee 12/31/04
Travis and Amy (Rozeboom) Hanenburg (’95, ’95), Mackenzie Lee, 10/26/04
Anthony and Sally (Van Stelle) Roorda (’95, ’92), Ashley Grace, 12/2/04
Troy and Stephanie (Van Maanen) Vander Molen (’94, ’94), Ty Joseph, born and adopted
3/10/04
Chris and Laurie (Hekman) Van Groningen (’94, ’93), Joel Christopher, 12/6/04
Todd and Carolyn (Eisses) Teune (‘93,’93), Carter Todd, 8/6/04
Terry and Dana (Clapp) Boon (’93, ’92), Davis Alan, 12/28/04
Doug and Arvella (Visser, ’93) Jergesen, Tanner Richard, 12/21/04
Pat and Bethany (Slagter, ’93) Meyer, Peter George and Mitchell Patrick, 4/2/04
Dan and Laura (Vander Zee) Landstra (’92, ’94), Jenna Marie, 7/31/04
Greg and Rhonda (Gritters, ’91) Holstege, Travis Scott, 1/13/05
Dale and Amy (Van Maanen) Vander Berg (’91, ’91), Kryn Elyse, 10/6/04
Arnold and Yvonne (Sikkema, ’89) Kamerman, Aleah Justine, 4/26/04
Daniel (’89) and Shelley Van Dyke, McKenna Joy, 12/8/04
Martin and Sharilyn (Veenstra) Tel (‘89, ‘89), Kathryn Johanna, 12/9/04
Rick and Cheryl (Posthumus, ’89) Schmitt, Trevin Christian, 2/6/05
Jack (’86) and Kelly Benthem, Elisa Jian, born 8/7/03, adopted 12/22/04

Musicians converge on
national convention

Dr. Benjamin Kornelis and several Dordt grads (and
one current student) met at the National Convention
of the American Choral Directors’ Association, held in
Los Angeles from February 2-5. Clockwise are: Lani
(Van Someren) Knutsen (who is now in a master’s
program in choral music at the University of Minnesota); Andrew and Pam (Brinks) Compton (Andrew
is now a student at Westminster Seminary, and Pam
has completed a master’s in Church Music at USC);
Dan Zylstra, a Dordt senior majoring in Choral Music Education; Steve and Cary (Roskamp) Bruin,
who were there as participants (Steve sings with the
Dakota Men’s Ensemble in Brookings); Meghann
Persenaire, who has completed a Master’s degree
in Music Education at Columbia Teacher’s College;
and Zach Vreeman, currently teaching choirs and
bands at Grace Christian School in Anchorage. Zach
and Dan stayed with Kornelis, taking advantage of a
“free” hotel room (free to them, at least!).

later, compiling his data and presenting it to the
college.
That kind of “real world experience” helped

Brent to get to D.C. After his strong work in
another internship in the area, he got his job in
SWANA’s Technical Programs department. Much
of his time is spent planning conferences that
address hot topics within the waste management
industry or managing the Excellence Awards
Program, which recognizes outstanding
accomplishments in solid waste management. In
addition, he keeps “all wheels properly oiled” in
his department, making sure that everything runs
smoothly.
Denae (Wittmeier, ’03) Matherly now
works for Starmark Cabinetry, where she designs
kitchens for people across the nation.
Jessica (Bock, ’04) Loomans was married
in June, one month after graduating. Shortly after
being married, she was diagnosed with Ewings
sarcoma, a cancer that preys on bone and soft
tissue. The disease was discovered when Jessica
felt pain in her left leg, pain which doctors
initially suspected was due to torn cartilage.
Her treatments—which include ongoing
chemotherapy and the removal of her femur and
part of her hip and knee socket in January—are
partially covered by her husband Ryan’s
insurance plan. To help cover some of the other
unexpected costs, Dordt professors sold nearly
1,000 sub sandwiches, and were able to send the
Loomans $1,500 in proﬁt. For more information,
visit www.caringbridge.org/mn/jessicaann.

Marriages
Joel Boon (’03) and Sacha Latham, 8/7/04
Carl Bootsma and Karoline Dokter (’02),
9/27/03
Don King and Miranda Scholten (’02), 8/14/04
Eric Helus and Sarah Larson (’96), 9/25/04
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Family Ties

Can you
help us?
In preparation for the Jubilee
Celebration, we are trying to
update our records on all Dordt
College Alumni. Please contact
us at alumni@dordt.edu if you
know the current address of the
following people:
2002

Altena, Bryan
Anema, Amy
Bos, Jill
Boschult, Laeton
De Koekkoek, Carissa
Deur, Ryan
Douma, Gregory
Dumler, April
Dyk, Marie (VanDyke)
Hebers, Elizabeth
Houweling, Roxanne
Hovestadt, Sharon
Kelderman, Robyn (Blankespoor)
Mondeel, Brad
Newhouse, Kendra (Murray)
Punt, Karla
Reilly, Erin
Sapp, Rochelle (Dokter)
Schuller, Jennifer
Stob, Tessa (De Wit),
Van Berkel, Kevin
Vandermeer, Wendy
Velgersdyk, Joy
Vis, David
Volle, Gregory
Vreeman, Karen
Wissink, Nicholas

It’s not surprising that many of these students resemble one another. They’re cousins. Pictured from left to right are Josh Groen, Eric Vande Griend, Ryan Groen,
Alicia Groen, Angela Koppendraayer, Heather Groen, Amy Groen, Nick Groen, Lisa Groen, Ryan Swanson, and Darrin Koppendraayer.

Groen grandchildren carry on a tradition
Andrew De Young

T

he ﬁrst year of college can
sometimes be a tough one. Living
away from home for the ﬁrst time
can be hard on new students. But freshman
Eric Vande Griend doesn’t seem to mind.
“There is a sense of family here at
Dordt,” he explains. “It’s a good feeling,
because you know you’re not alone here.”
Eric has good reason to feel at home on
campus—after all, members of his family
have been calling Dordt home for more than
thirty years. Currently, he has ten cousins on
campus to help add to that “family feeling,”
and is one of forty-three members of his
extended family who have either attended
Dordt in the past or are attending currently.
They all trace their ancestry, and their
commitment to Christian education, back to
Gertha Groen of Prinsburg, Minnesota.
Ironically, Gertha never quite understood
the concept of Christian higher education
when she was alive. Roger Groen (’73),
the ﬁrst of Gertha’s grandchildren to go to
Dordt, admits that it was hard to explain
college life to his grandma.
“I would try to talk to Grandma about
dorm life, or about eating at the Commons,”
he says. “She just didn’t understand.”

Still, she unfailingly supported her
grandchildren who went to Dordt. Dawn
(Ledeboer) Seward (’88) remembers the
letters her grandma would send her, and the
money that she always included inside.
“She put words on paper just like she
was talking to you,” she says. “At the end of
her letters she’d always tell me to say hi to
my roommates and friends, even though she
had never met them.”
Although the world of Christian higher
education was somewhat foreign to her,
says Roger, Gertha understood the vision
of Dordt College. “She always thought the
world of Christian education,” he says.
In fact, her husband, George, was
instrumental in getting Central Christian
School in Prinsburg started, and both of
them made sure that their children and
grandchildren had the opportunity to go
there. Unfortunately, none of George and
Gertha’s children had the opportunity
to go to Dordt, but eighteen of their
grandchildren did, Roger among them. The
next generation saw that number increase to
twenty-ﬁve, eleven of which are currently
attending. Will that number grow again by
the time the next generation rolls around?
Roger certainly hopes so. “It’s a
heritage,” he says, “a covenantal promise

that we all want to follow through on.”
Gertha’s grandchildren, at least,
understand that heritage—in addition to
the many who have supported Christian
education by sending their children to
Christian schools, there are a few who have
lent their support by working as teachers
and administrators. Roger himself taught
Bible at a Christian school, and his brother
Steve Groen (’78) is currently serving as
principal at Calvin Christian School in
Edina, Minnesota.
“I didn’t really value that heritage as
much while I was in school,” Roger explains.
“Later, it became real to me. I’ll go to my
deathbed supporting Christian education.”
Like Roger, it may take Gertha Groen’s
great-grandchildren a while to understand
that heritage, the covenantal promise that
prompted their parents to send them to
Christian schools from the time they were
young. By the looks of things, however,
they are beginning to understand already.
“I was not forced to come to Dordt
College,” says Eric. “I chose to. My
grandmother started something very special
with her strong commitment to Christian
education, and I’m going to try my best
to pass that commitment on to my own
children.”

2003

Bakker, Tiffany
Bylsma, Alex
Deppe, Matthew
Hekman, Carrie (Hekman)
Helmus, Andrea
Hilbelink, Matthew
Huizingh, Jonathan
Keulen, Janna (Boender)
Miller, Holly (Meyer)
Mosby, Shirlen
Nibbelink, Brett
Swart, Carrie
Van Voorst, Todd
Zieske, Benjamin

2004

Baartman, Jason
De Rooy, Todd
Harrald, Kelly
Hilbelink, Alexis (Smith)
Hoekstra, Erin
Kanis, Zachary
Kielstra, Mark
Krygsman, Brian
Taylor, Kathy (Van Grouw)
Vander Grift, David
VanEgmond, Melinda
Wilson, Christopher

Distinguished alumni organists perform on campus

T

hree exceptional alumni organists
from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma;
Princeton, New Jersey; and Ancaster,
Ontario, Canada, presented a program at the
B.J. Haan Auditorium in Sioux Center on
Friday, Feb. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
Performing were Laura Vander Windt
(’82), Martin Tel (’93), and Christiaan
Teeuwsen (’80), all of whom have earned
doctorates in organ performance. The recital

was performed in honor of the career and
retirement of Dr. Joan Ringerwole this year,
as well as the 25th anniversary of the Dordt
College chapel organ, donated to the college
in 1980.
Laura Vander Windt is a director of
music at All Souls Episcopal Church in
Oklahoma City. She played “Sonata in F
Minor, Op. 65, No.1” by Felix Mendelssohn.
Martin Tel is director of music at

Princeton Theological Center and presented
a variety of Psalms, with assistance from a
vocal ensemble and the audience.
Christiaan Teeuwsen, Ancaster, Ontario,
Canada, is professor of music at Redeemer
College, and selected a composition by
Johann Sebastian Bach; Sixteenth Century
Dances by Sweelinck; Susato (arranged by
Teeuwsen); and “Monologue Op. 63” by
Max Reger for his portion of the program.
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7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Apr. 1

Apr. 7

Apr. 15

Apr. 21

Apr. 22

Apr. 23

Apr. 26

Apr. 28

Apr. 29

Apr. 30

Faculty Recital, Joan
Ringerwole, Organ
Guest Concert: Summit
Chamber Players
High School Band Festival
Concert
Jubilee Concert, Sioux Falls,
Washington Pavilion
Jubilee Concert, Des Moines,
Hoyt Sherman Place
Jubilee Concert,
Minneapolis, Central
Lutheran Church
NISO Spring Concert: James
Buswell, Violin; Carol Ou,
Cello
Campus-Community Band
Invitational Concert
Troika Concert: Jazz Band,
Kantorei, Women’s Chorus
Sioux County Oratorio
Chorus: Mendelssohn’s Elijah

B.J. Haan Auditorium, unless noted

�����
3-6 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

Apr. 28
May 6

May 14-Sept. 1

Mar – Apr
Apr. 30-May 6

Campus Center Gallery

���

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

Apr. 20

Apr. 26

11:00 a.m.

Groups of Senior Shows
Dordt Senior Art Majors
Combined Show
Dordt Jubilee Celebration
Exhibition
Current and Retired Art
Faculty Exhibition

Jubilee Convocation, John
Hulst, President Emeritus
Senior Engineering Design
Presentations
Jubilee Convocation, Dr.
James Buswell
Idea Fest, Campus Center
Commencement

B.J. Haan Auditorium, unless noted

Apr. 5

Non-Proﬁt Org.
U.S. Postage Paid
Pemit No. 4
Madelia, MN 56062

Student-led Show

�����������������

Apr. 12-13,16 7:30 p.m.

Apr. 6
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 12
Apr 16
Apr. 23

Softball v. USF
Softball v. Doane
Softball v. Hastings
Softball v. Morningside
Dordt Invitational Track Meet
Softball v. Dana

Te Paske Theater

Softball and track at Open Space Park

5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
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Dordt College
498 Fourth Ave. NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1606
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Staff
Sally Jongsma, editor
Andrew De Young, student writer
Jane Ver Steeg, staff writer
Jamin Ver Velde, graphic layout
Lyle Gritters, vice president for
college advancement

The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is
sent to you as alumni and friends of Christian
higher education. The Voice is published
four times per year to share information
about the programs, activities, and needs of
the college. Send address corrections and
correspondence to VOICE, Dordt College,
498 Fourth Ave. NE, Sioux Center, IA
51250-1606 or e-mail to voice@dordt.edu.
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